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Executive Member: Councillor S. Boulton

WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE – 28 MARCH 2019
REPORT OF THE CORPORATE DIRECTOR (PUBLIC PROTECTION, PLANNING 
AND GOVERNANCE) 

6/2018/2850/HOUSE

84 HIGH DELLS HATFIELD AL10 9HU

RETENTION OF EXISTING OUTBUILDING

APPLICANT: Mr M Dur

(Hatfield South West)

1 Site Description

1.1 The application site comprises an end terrace property located on the east side 
of High Dells in a row of five dwellings. The street scene is residential in 
character, comprising two storey terraced houses and semi-detached houses of 
similar size and appearance. 

1.2 The application property is finished with facing brickwork and features a shallow 
pitched roof design. The dwelling has recently benefitted from a single storey 
side and rear extension; a modest front porch; and an outbuilding to the rear of 
the site.

1.3 The rear garden measures approximately 74sqm. An outbuilding has been built 
at the end of the garden, in close proximity to the site boundaries. 

2 The Proposal

2.1 This application seeks retrospective planning permission for the erection of the 
outbuilding. 

2.2 The footprint of the outbuilding amounts to approximately 30sqm and it features a 
flat roof with a ridge height of approximately 2.4 metres. The outbuilding is in 
close proximity to the site boundaries with 64, 66 and 82 High Dells; and at its 
closest point, is approximately 900mm from the boundary with 41 Chantry Lane. 
A distance of approximately 7.5 metres separates the outbuilding from the rear 
wall of the host dwelling. 

2.3 The building would be used for storage incidental to the host dwelling. 



3 Reason for Committee Consideration

3.1 This application is presented to the Development Management Committee 
because Hatfield Town Council have submitted a major objection:

“Members are concerned that the location plan fails to show Chantry Lane 
Hatfield which is most affected by this development. We object to this 
development as it overdevelops the site, is overdevelopment in its own right 
being overbearing in its placement and location right up to the boundary 
fence and therefore has an adverse impact on neighbouring properties”

4 Relevant Planning History

4.1 Application Number: 6/2018/2006/LAWE
Decision: Refused
Decision Date: 29 October 2018
Proposal: Certificate of lawfulness for existing erection of outbuilding

4.2 Application Number: 6/2018/1455/LAWP
Decision: Granted
Decision Date: 02 August 2018
Proposal: Certificate of lawfulness for erection of a front porch

4.3 Application Number: 6/2018/1566/HOUSE
Decision: Granted
Decision Date: 07 August 2018
Proposal: Erection of single storey side and rear extension

4.4 Application Number: 6/2016/0884/HOUSE
Decision: Refused
Decision Date: 20 July 2016
Proposal: Erection of two storey side extension

4.5 Application Number: 6/2018/1226/LAWP
Decision: Refused
Decision Date: 12 July 2018
Proposal: Certificate of lawfulness for the erection of an outbuilding

4.6 Application Number: 6/2016/0354/PN8
Decision: Prior Approval Not Required
Decision Date: 13 April 2016
Proposal: Prior approval for the erection of a single storey rear extension 
measuring 6m deep, 2.5m high and 2.5m to the eaves

5 Relevant Planning Policy

5.1 National Planning Policy Framework 2019 (NPPF) 

5.2 Welwyn Hatfield District Plan 2005 (District Plan)

5.3 Draft Local Plan Proposed Submission 2016 (Emerging Local Plan)



5.4 Supplementary Design Guidance 2005 (SDG)

6 Site Designation 

6.1 The site lies within the Town of Hatfield as designated in the Welwyn Hatfield 
District Plan 2005.

7 Representations Received 

7.1 The application was advertised by means of neighbour notification letters. 
One objection was received from the neighbour at 39 Chantry Lane, which is 
summarised below.

 The excavation of the ground may have caused subsidence to the rear 
gardens of the occupants of 64 High Dells and 41 Chantry Lane.

 The boundary hedge with 41 Chantry Lane was removed with no 
consultation.

 The boundary fence is higher than before.
 There is a minimal amount of the garden left and the rest is covered by 

roofing.
 The size of the building and its finish with services laid indicates it is 

intended to be used for more than just storage.

8 Consultations

8.1 Hatfield Town Council: Major objection.

9 Analysis

9.1 The main planning issues to be considered in the determination of this 
application are:

1. Principle of the proposed use of the outbuilding
2. Quality of design and impact on the character and appearance of the area 
3. Impact on the living conditions of neighbouring occupiers and future occupiers 

1. Principle of the proposed use of the outbuilding

9.2 Class E of Part 1, Schedule 2 of The Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order (2015) states that an outbuilding would not be 
permitted development if the total area of ground covered by buildings, 
enclosures and containers within the curtilage (other than the original 
dwellinghouse) exceeds 50% of the total area of the curtilage (excluding the 
ground area of the original dwellinghouse). 

9.3 In this case, a certificate of lawfulness application was submitted in July 2018 to 
confirm that the existing outbuilding would be classed as permitted development. 
The submitted plans did not take into account a front porch which had been 
granted under a proposed certificate of lawfulness application in August 2018, 
measuring approximately 2.3 square metres. The cumulative area of ground 



covered by the existing side and rear extensions, together with the proposed 
porch and the outbuilding, resulted in just over 50% of the curtilage. For this 
reason alone, the certificate of lawfulness was refused and planning permission 
is required. In all other respects, the outbuilding falls within the limitations of 
permitted development rights.  

9.4 Comments have been raised which refer to the proposed use of the 
outbuilding. Supporting documents and plans note that the use of the building 
is for storage, including a small room for keeping linen. At the time a site visit 
was undertaken, the building was being used for this purpose. 

9.5 The rear garden and outbuilding are only accessible through the main house due 
to the side extension being built up to the splayed site boundary. Whilst the plans 
show a gate, this serves only a small area between the side extension and the 
splayed site boundary.

9.6 The proposed use of the outbuilding for storage; its shared access point; and 
shared utilities with the host dwelling, all support the conclusion that the use of 
the outbuilding is incidental to the enjoyment of the dwellinghouse. 

2. Quality of design and impact on the character and appearance of the 
area

9.7 District Plan Policies D1 and D2 and the Emerging Local Plan Policy SP9 
seek to ensure a high quality of design which relates to the character and 
context of the dwelling and surrounding area. These policies are in line with 
the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) which places a clear 
emphasis on high quality design.

9.8 The policies are expanded upon in the Council’s Supplementary Design 
Guidance (SDG), which requires the impact of a development to be assessed 
giving regard to the bulk, scale and design of the proposal and how it harmonises 
with the existing buildings and surrounding area. Paragraph 5.2 i) of Section 5 of 
the Supplementary Design Guidance states that extensions should be designed 
to complement and reflect the design and character of the dwelling and be 
subordinate in scale. The courts have held that a domestic outbuilding can also 
be regarded as part of the dwellingi.  

9.9 There are various outbuildings visible in the rear gardens of neighbouring 
properties. These include modest sheds (smaller than the development 
proposal), but also consist of considerably larger buildings. Two examples 
comprise a garage at 39 Chantry Lane which shares a common boundary with 
the application site, and an outbuilding in the rear garden of 76 High Dells. 

9.10 Notwithstanding the relatively large footprint of the outbuilding, it is just 2.4m in 
height and therefore subordinate in scale when compared to the two-storey host 
property. Furthermore, the outbuilding is located within the rear garden, which is 
at a lower ground level than the surrounding gardens and is screened by a 
retaining wall and boundary fence. It is finished with facing brickwork, with 
detailing and fenestration which match that of the host property. By virtue of the 
modest height of the outbuilding and its materials, which are of high quality, it is 



considered that the outbuilding adequately respects the design and appearance 
of the host property. The outbuilding is not visible from the street scene due to its 
siting within the rear garden and consequently, it would not be detrimental to the 
character and appearance of the surrounding area and street scene. 

9.11 The occupants of 39 Chantry Lane have raised an objection relating to the 
balance between buildings and garden amenity land on the application site. 
Although the existing outbuilding increases the amount of built form on the plot, a 
reasonable area of outdoor amenity space has been retained. The outbuilding 
would not appear dominant in its setting nor compromise the functionality and 
usability of the retained garden. 

3. Impact on living conditions and the residential amenity of adjoining 
neighbours

9.12 With regard to the impact on the amenity of adjoining neighbours, Policy D1 and 
the SDG states that any extension should not cause loss of light or appear 
unduly dominant from an adjoining property. Policy SADM11 aims to preserve 
neighbouring amenity. Furthermore, guidance in paragraph 124 of the NPPF 
says that good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates better 
places in which to work and live and helps make development acceptable to 
communities. 

9.13 The Design and Access Statement notes that the rear garden of the application 
site has been lowered by 1.2 metres to minimise the impact of the structure on 
adjoining occupiers. The boundary treatment consists of a retaining wall and with 
a fence above, amounting to approximately the same height as the outbuilding 
(2.4 metres). Taking this into consideration, the outbuilding is almost entirely 
screened from neighbouring properties by the existing boundary treatment. 

9.14 Additionally it is noted that the maximum height of a fence erected or constructed 
under Class A of Part 2, Schedule 2 of The Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order (2015) is 2 metres above ground level. “Ground 
level” is measured from the highest part of the ground adjacent to the fence. As 
the original ground levels have been retained outside of the application site, the 
fence is likely to fall within permitted development rights despite exceeding 2m in 
height when viewed from within the application site. 

9.15 It is acknowledged that there are windows and doors in the front elevation of the 
outbuilding which face towards the application dwelling. Given the positioning 
and height of the existing boundary screening, it is unlikely that these openings 
result in any undue overlooking of the neighbouring properties or their residential 
gardens.

9.16 Additionally it is noted that although the outbuilding in question does not benefit 
from permitted development rights due to the reasons outlined in paragraph 9.2, 
a building of this scale and height meets the other requirements and limitations of 
Class E. 

9.17 In summary, giving consideration to the positioning and scale of the proposal, 
along with existing boundary screening, it is considered that the proposal does 



not have an unreasonable impact on light amenity or the level of privacy afforded 
to the neighbouring residencies and it does not appear visually overbearing.  
Overall it is considered that the amenity of the adjoining occupiers is maintained 
to an acceptable level. 

9.18 It is noted that concerns have been raised regarding subsidence and the removal 
of a hedge. Planning permission is not required for the removal of a boundary 
hedge, and if the hedge was in the ownership of an adjoining neighbour it would 
be considered as a civil matter between the relevant parties. Subsidence is not a 
material planning consideration either, but an informative has been suggested 
advising the applicant of consent which may be required under legislation other 
than the Town and Country Planning Acts. 

10 Conclusion

10.1 The development has been assessed against the policies of the Local Plan, 
Emerging Local Plan and NPPF. It has been found to be acceptable in all 
planning respects in terms of impact on the character of the area and the living 
conditions of neighbouring occupiers.

11 Recommendation  

11.1 It is recommended that planning permission be approved subject to the 
following conditions:

DRAWING NUMBERS

The development/works shall not be started and completed other than in 
accordance with the approved plans and details:

 
Plan Number Revision 

Number
Details Received Date

HD387289 Location Plan 5 November 2018
FV-2018-04 Proposed Sections 6 March 2019
FV-2018-02     A Proposed Elevations As Built 6 March 2019
FV-2018-01 A Floor Plan Existing and As Built 6 March 2019
FV-2018-03 A Block Plan Existing and As Built 16 November 2018

REASON: To ensure that the development is carried out in accordance with the 
approved plans and details.

POSITIVE AND PROACTIVE STATEMENT
The decision has been made taking into account, where practicable and 
appropriate the requirements of paragraph 38 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework and material planning considerations do not justify a decision 
contrary to the development plan (see Officer’s report which can be viewed on 
the Council's website or inspected at these offices).



Informatives

1. This permission does not convey any consent which may be required under 
any legislation other than the Town and Country Planning Acts. Any 
permission required under the Building Regulations or under any other Act, 
must be obtained from the relevant authority or body e.g. Fire Officer, Health 
and Safety Executive, Environment Agency (Water interest etc. Neither does 
this permission negate or override any private covenants which may affect the 
land.

2. The granting of this permission does not convey or imply any consent to build 
upon or access from any land not within the ownership of the applicant.

3. The applicant is advised to take account the provisions of The Party Wall Act 
1996 insofar as the carrying out of development affecting or in close proximity 
to a shared boundary.

4. The applicant should be aware that the use of the outbuilding as a separate 
dwelling would require a separate grant of planning permission.

Emily Stainer (Development Management)
Date: 06/03/2018
Expiry Date: 29/03/2018



i Sevenoaks District Council v SSE and Dawe [1997]


